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ABSTRACT: Normally the roof is the part of building which gets minimal attention to use for integration with the comfort system of the building. This is striking, as the roof is an important possible building component for containing sustainable energy systems. The sustainable energy possible options are often only considered in a final stage of the design project, when there are almost no possibilities left. Within the 6th framework Pan-European EUR-ACTIVE ROOFer projects aims are development of methodology for supporting new opportunities for increased sustainability. A new integral design methodology to support a collaborative design approach is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As results of Global Warming become more and more prominent, it is necessary to look for new ways to save more energy and to generate more sustainable energy. [1, 2] In current building practice sustainable energy systems intended for roof application are treated like add-on components to the already completed conceptual building design.

A wide variety of new products, such as photovoltaic (PV) systems and solar collectors, roof lights, ventilation devices and insulation are introduced as adaptable elements related to the roof. Many problems arouse in implementing these products or combinations of products into the total roof, the roofing industry and the integration into the building design. [3, 4] Introduction of a broader variety of products causes a more complex process of designing and engineering, to be organized and developed with more participants with different backgrounds.

These recent developments lead in practice up to a number of sticking points:
- The new products have been seldom developed on the roof to be applied. For this reason there are no uniform standards and building specific performance assess. For this reason frequently own solutions are developed, which have to be adapted on the site itself.
- Another problem is that good products are found oneself installed by not-qualified people. This leads to claims for the impact by leakage caused by rain or snow, but also to wind damage and condensation problems up to significant numbers (to occur).

Within the EU the total amount of failure-costs arise to approximately 2 billion Euro per year. The secondary damage to the interior of the building environment is at least of same the size order.

The majority of these claims can be prevented if adequate standards and directives for tests and installation existed. European roofers will be faced with a rising number of claims as these problems will not be solved. Although there is specific knowledge, within the roofer industry, concerning how a roof must be made, the roofer should be more active and anticipating on these developments. The added value of this knowledge, should be incorporated on the right moment of the design.

In the concept phase of the building design the most important decisions have to be made in order to optimize the final result. At this stage of the process many of the construction- and user-aspects should be implemented in order to optimize the final building product and to reduce failure costs and damage to the roof and adaptables, during the user phase. (Figure 1)

Surprisingly, there is a scarcity of tools and methods to assist technicians and marketers involved in this phase. Analyzing aspects are necessary to set up the right requirements for such tools. The various activities of the designer are taken as a starting point for this, such as analysis of the demand or the problem, gathering information, generation of possible solutions, transfer of solutions into description of designs, and evaluation and documentation of the design process. [5]

The 6th framework Pan-European EUR-ACTIVE ROOFer project aims at development of a methodology for supporting not only the architect but the whole design team in the early phase of the design process on integrating active roofs – as energy generating integrated building components – in relationship with the product development of the active roof itself.
2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Analysis for conditions

Related to the design-process there are many aspects which frustrate a better use of the collaboration between the roofers or roof-industry with clients and architects. First there is a lack of diverse information, language and knowledge. Secondly there are different levels of technical sophistication in the design and building process. Third aspect, if there should be a possibility to innovate: there is a lack of knowledge about innovative roof systems and how to integrate them in the building design. [4,6,7]

Referring to the current situation there is a need for change. The word Active Roof is the concept word related to these changes; the possibility or need to change the culture, process and product related to the roof. Active has in this context several meanings. Active roof as an innovative product. This could be in scale of the module (tile), element (prefabricated part), component (total engineered roof) or even the total building. Active roof with the described product possibilities means also a more active role in the process. This means other kinds of knowledge, skills, organization and responsibilities. This transformation needs changes, in graduation related to the scale of change, of culture of the roofers, the roof-industry, roof-federations etc. Change of culture is in fact, in relationship to each other, the simultaneously step by step awareness and transformation of these several aspects. An active attitude of the total roof-culture is needed in order to design and construct innovative and better roofs.

A gap exists between theoretical possible solutions and practical application in design practice. Offering design teams and product developers an appropriate methodology will results in decision support. Decision supportive integral design methodology, within design of active roofs, is developed. This implies defining a methodology that acts as a “bridge” between architectural elements such as shapes and material on the one hand, sustainable energy use and the aspects of indoor climate issues such as overheating and ventilation on the other.

Methodical-system area

2.2 Conditioning the process

In the current situation there are, beside of the more traditional ways by invitation to tender, more sophisticated and specific ways of tendering. At the moment, the organisation of product creation processes is dominated by project teams in the structure of an organisational matrix. This structure has two major negative characteristics. First it does not encourage the speed of product development. Secondly, it requires a lot of co-ordination, which complicates the management of the total design-construction process and often also the management of the use of the product. Stimulating collaboration between separate disciplines is an important goal in developing alternative ways of collaboration within multidisciplinary teams. Successful teams however must have certain key aspects, such as the involvement of the team throughout the complete process or often complete product life cycle. [5]

Collaborative Engineering (CE) is one way of working together in a team with an optimal amount of aspects for success. CE is a temporally form of co-operation in which different organisations closely work together to develop a new product. Main aspect of this co-operation is that these organisations differ in culture, structure, motive for collaboration as well as geographical location. This means that successful collaboration, the activities, processes and tools must be harmonised. Important ways to stimulate harmonisation are:
- agree on the goals that should be reached through collaboration;
- agree on the organisational aspects;
- agree on the allocation of knowledge and experience.

Since in CE is related to complex and intensive processes, it is imperative that extra attention is developed to assure communication – to exchange and share knowledge. [5] Therefore it becomes more increasingly important to put all relevant internal and external sources of knowledge and information to good use. A distinction can be made in implicit and explicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be specified in a natural language, allowing for a relatively easy transfer to this kind of knowledge. Databases, for instance, can play a helpful role. Implicit knowledge cannot be codified easily. Examples are experience and the applicability of tools to assist in the transfer of this kind of knowledge is small.

As complexity, efficiency and time get more important during design process, the more knowledge is needed to develop the project, the more important the quality of that knowledge is. Management of knowledge is needed, though the tools to support this don’t have to be complex. Management of knowledge is primary about people, their specific skills, knowledge and experience. Exchange of knowledge and the way how to optimize it, are essential. [8]

The knowledge exchange / sharing and the decision making process for participants related to the design and construction of the roof is further complicated by increasing requirements on product quality, safety, product sustainability and cost efficiency. Presently most design approaches fail to provide solutions for real collaboration because:
- the information needed is diverse, often in different ‘languages’, each domain has its own meaning to components and aspects. Adequate decisions require a multidisciplinary approach, involving product and processing know-how, knowledge about logistics, legislation, architect/customer preferences, etc.
- various members of the design and building process have different levels of technological sophistication.
- the workflow (i.e. the sequence of actions and communications needed for negotiation, collaboration and optimize) underlying the design process is often unclear, which hinders collaboration. [9] (Quanjel, 2003)

The integral approach needed for the development of these knowledge and skills is defined by Quanjel and Zeiler [9] Integral design is meant to overcome, during design team cooperation, the difficulties raised with the early involvement of consultants. This is achieved by providing methods to communicate the consequences of design steps between the different disciplines at early design stages. Related to the specific field of the roofer this means the direct connection of construction /user-and design-related knowledge.

To develop our required model of design support and referring to the research of Blessing, an existing model from the mechanical engineering, Methodical Design, is used. [10, 11, 12] The van den Kroonenberg design methodology distinguishes several phases in the design process; problem definition (conceptual and functional design), working principle determination (configuration design) and detail design Methodical design is problem oriented and distinguishes, based on functional hierarchy, various abstractions or complexity levels during different design phase activities. This framework can accommodate the different subjective interpretations of the requirements, inherent to the design team approach. By structuring the requirements the development of the shared understanding is accelerated and the generation of the possible solutions is aided. Through iteration cycle of interpretation-generation steps the set of requirements is continuously refined, and with it also the design solution proposals.[13]

The proposed tool focuses on support rather than automation, and on supporting the whole design process. A primarily problem-oriented, process-based model of design is used. The tool model of design is the morphologic matrix, which acts as the knowledge structure for the team. The model constitutes generic knowledge of a system of a design process, i.e. possible steps; relationships between the steps (based on contents rather than on the sequence of execution); and possible means to support the steps. [13]

2.3 Tools for conditioning primary process phase

There is already research done on how the modelling of knowledge by designers takes place, resulting in 6 main activities.[14] These activities can be classified in two main categories: battery- and increase processes. A battery process is a process which expires within a determined recipe. An increase process is a process which expires not within a determined process. The relationship between activities and kind of process can be categorize as:

- specification / analysis of question: battery- and increase process
- gain information: battery- and increase process
- generate: increase process – intuition, associate, feeling
- incorporate: battery process
- evaluate: battery process – important to take justified decision
- documentation: battery process – has to be done within procedures

Battery processes can be conditioned with computer-based tools. Most of the innovative activities are increase processes and need tools with more open and flexible characteristics.

Related to the battery processes a database is proposed as tool in order to give more notions in the different aspects of design, sustainable energy, maintenance, safety and construction in relationship with the possibilities for active roofs.

This database structure is set up with specific characteristics:
- Several user possibilities (roofer, industry, contractor, designers and clients);
- Several user aspects (design, sustainable energy, maintenance-safety-assemblage);
- Overview and orientation for existent and future possibilities;
- Easy to work in / easy to complement (new information);
- Easy to deliver / supply to several participants.

To incorporate these programmatic aspects a web-site based structure is proposed. Within this structure there is a very simple first division of aspects; those related to the total building and construction (user aspects) and those related to roof characteristics (roof types, roof materials and roof composition). A maintenance program will be developed to insure the state of the art information will be part of the data-base structure and available for the users.

A second tool, which can both be used into battery- and increase-processes is the Kesselring method. This tool enables the designers to compare different solutions / options / aspects with each other, in relationship with production and functioning. (Figure 4) Selecting the best alternatives leads to introduction of marginal values which limit the choice area. There are limits for the x (functioning) and y (production) and the common value (x+y). The example shows, 35% for functioning and 20% for realisation and 28% as common value. In this case the solution with the light-box is best scoring. The method is valuable to making visible the use- and production phase and how to improve designs.

![Figure 4: Example of Morphological Matrix](image)

### 3. RESULTS

3.1 Activities

For constructive implementation / exchange of knowledge within the design process there are 3 main different possibilities:
- reflection in action [18]: which connects the design situation in interaction with a framework for the several disciplines;
- shared knowledge-heterogeneous engineering [19, 20, 21]: a process of aligning cognitive and social-political elements to create and realize a good design;
- ‘bricloge’ [22, 23, 21]: the use of situational resources tendering with resources at hand.

The impact of Donald Schön’s work on reflective practice has been significant - with many training and education programmes for teachers and informal educators adopting his core notions both in organizing experiences and in the teaching content. [24]

Although, working with experienced designers from different disciplines is not often done. Mostly the verification of a new methodological concept is done by experiments with student groups [25] or with design groups within one company [14]. The relevance is improved by using experienced
designers, as there is a major difference in approach between novice and experienced designers. [26, 27]

In the Integral Design project TVVL-BNA-TUD different concepts of workshops have been tested. [9]

Within this 'learning by doing' approach newly developed process models are applied, tested and evaluated while professionally qualified designers carry out several design assignments in the repeated series of workshops. There are a number of advantages that the workshops have regarding to standard office situations: the full line-up of design team, avoidance of a 'laboratory setting', the possibility to gather a large number of professionals in a relatively short time, repetition of the same assignment and comparison of different design teams and their results. [28]

In relationship to the specific problem of linking knowledge from the construction phase with knowledge of the design phase, an overall model will be chosen in the form of design task workshops. The workshops and case studies will give the possibility to evaluate the outcome of the theoretical model of the supportive process methodology for comfort (HVAC)-system design, engineering and installing in relationship to the roof and the total building. Key aspects of the subject are: generate the knowledge of methodical design, test this process methodology in the context of innovative active roofs and finally train participants to use the methodical design approach and its tools. To that effect, case studies that are complex and innovative enough will be selected, and a series of different type of workshops with experienced professionals from the ONRI (Dutch Association of Consulting Engineers), BNA (Royal Institute of Dutch Architects), IFD (International Federation of Roofing Trades), HHD (Het Hellend Dak) and TNO (Dutch Organisation for Applied Scientific Research) will be organized to investigating the relevance of the approach:
- Case studies of projects in which active roof systems elements were used optimal according to current practice; best projects;
- Workshops, during which architects, climate designers and roofers will work on exercise concerning the conceptual or primarily design of a building and the effects for implementation active roof concepts in comfort systems options.

3.2. Specific results

Monitoring, analysing, comparing and documentation of the several workshops will finally generate a draft for the integral design methodology, that contributes specific issues that should be handled by the methodology or examples of methodologies for similar processes that can be used for inspiration.

Within the total research programme of workshops and the database structure the result will be a concept for active roofs components best practice catalogue. The contributions includes novel active components, cases where active components have been successfully (or unsuccessfully) integrated into roofs, cases that combine components in new ways for added value, or successful roof constructions. Suggestions on how to categorise roofs, active components and active components integrated in roofs.

4. Conclusion

By offering design and engineering teams an appropriate, supporting methodology, a collaborative approach becomes more readily supported and thus more likely to be used. Application of new design methodology for active roofs makes system and product development and innovation easier. Strategic objectives addressed the EUR-ACTIVE ROOF-er project will develop and supply tools for European roofers to improve roof quality and reduction of failure cost.
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